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Time travel through the Middle Kingdom. Magnum  

photographer Patrick Zachmann looks back.

22 | Bleak Beauty
The north-west of Scotland is the backdrop for Olivia  

Arthur and Philipp Ebeling’s photographic riddles.
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A mixture of retro-cult and ecstasy: Mauricio Beucci reveals  

the joys and passion of the world of Lindy Hop.

42 | Sculptural Couture
Haute Couture full of lightness and movement: staged 

fashion photography by Mikael Wardhana.

68 | In Peril on the Sea
An erstwhile fishing cutter sets to sea in the name  

of humanity – Daniel Etter reports from the Sea-Watch.

82 | Humanist with a Camera
Homage for a centenary: a journey around the world –  

the much too brief life of Werner Bischof.

90 | See the City!
Little money, stark contrasts: Phil Penman is living his 

dream – street photography in New York.

A ritual to overcome an evil curse or simply a man with a chicken? Olivia Arthur and 
Philipp Ebeling take a trip into the world of myths and sagas (Page 22)
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Maurizio Beucci: Polka 
dots are part of the Lindy 
Hop lifestyle (Page 30)

More pictures and more stories at www.lfi-online.de/blog
and in the LFI App for iOS and Android
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You do not always have  
to use same-system lenses: 
SL with Summilux-TL
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